BOS Framework
Market Research/Customer Discovery Intern
Nashville

About
BOS Framework turns months of foundational application development into minutes of configuration. BOS automates cloud provisioning, CI/CD setup, foundational APIs, and custom-generated starter code based on the preferences of the developer. As a result, BOS Framework enables individual developers to work with the capacity of an entire team and ensures new product development is fast, high quality, and capital efficient.

BOS Framework is a venture-backed startup that has been recognized as the Startup of the Year and our Founder as the Innovator of the Year by the Nashville Technology Council. We are a global company with offices in Nashville and Hyderabad, India. We will officially launch our direct-to-developer product in 2020 which will transform our company and open our path toward a Series A. Summer 2020 should be an exciting time to be part of our team!

Intern roles and responsibilities
TBD closer to the summer

Required qualifications
- Innovative and able to work and communicate well with a team - including across geographies (India).
- Self-starter, interested in learning as much as possible about what life in a VC-backed startup is really like.
- Some experience as a developer, designer, marketer, or product manager related to software.

Preferred skills
Software development experience